Low to No-Rent Residency at the M.O.M. Art Annex, St. Pete, FL
Low to No-Rent Residency Program: The M.O.M. Art Annex is an education and exhibition facility
located in the Artist Enclave of Historic Kenwood in St. Petersburg, Florida. The 900-foot bungalow is a
collaborative, educational space devoted to the art, science, and history of mothers, fathers, and families.
Residencies are by application and coordinated in partnership with university studies although arts and
literature applicants may also come from the private sector.
Applicants should be interested in women’s issues, gender studies, the fine arts (as they relate), reproductive
technologies, motherhood, or family studies. Applicant must be a good communicator; responsible, and
interested in research, scholarship, art-making, media-making, or other topics related to the M.O.M.’s
mission and be willing to incorporate aspects of the residency into a specific project. This can include a
social media campaign, holding or taking classes, making art, conducting research, or other activities.
Accommodations include either the exhibition space in the main house, with a private queen bed,
collaborative work area, and the M.O.M. Art Annex library and/or the private 250-square foot rustic guest
cottage onsite with a queen bed, desk, bathroom, and summit camp kitchen. Access to gated gardens.
Location is 2.5 miles from downtown St. Pete and 6.5 miles from the Gulf beaches. The nearest airport is
Tampa Int. There are two bikes on the premises although the candidate would probably want to have a car.
USF St. Pete and USF Tampa are nearby
Availability is flexible. For example, individuals might want to commit for a minimum of a week to a month
at a time. We are looking to fill as much of the calendar as possible. The space is not suitable for toddlers or
older children and pets are not allowed.
Longer-term Residency: Dec. 15, 2019 - August 15, 2020. M.O.M. is looking for one or more individuals
to manage the space for reduced rent beginning December. This includes accommodations along with
whatever research or other art projects are conducted onsite in St. Petersburg for 1 – 8 months.
Interested persons should write a letter of inquiry to info@mommuseum.org and be prepared to submit a
proposal as well as a letter of recommendation. PH: 207.504.3001 / M. Joy Rose, Director

